In this paper, by reviewing old as well as modern controversial findings, it was shown that gravity is a single unique phenomenon that after appearance attracts mass and particles around itself. This makes a misunderstanding of mass-gravity relation as cause and effect. Here, a discussion was put ahead, which concludes that mass; and actually energy condensation, cannot create gravity and it would be shown that there is no need to correlate mass with gravity. Instead it is shown that existence of something that can be called a gravity generator is the real cause of gravity and in stable celestial objects the mass around that gravity generator is only a manifestation of the severity of space-time shrinkage created by that generator.
INTRODUCTION
Since very early ages of appearance of intelligent human beings, they were amused by gravity, a miraculous force that somehow should be considered as "mother energy of our universe" (if it is considered that fossil fuel exists because of the compression forces created by gravity and nuclear activities in the sun is made possible by crunching force created by macro gravity).
Scientists described gravity as a consequence of mass existence. Although in early stages it was assumed that gravitational fields exist with no, or a small volume of mass at the centre of it (which was referred to as very condensed mass), by 18th century, astrologic studies showed that such places really exist. They have been nominated as black holes (which here it would be shown to exist at the centre of all macro-masses with macrogravity, but they have different velocity of negative divergence), and white dwarfs (for which to explain the discrepancy between radius-as a mass indicator-and luminance it has been hypothesized that a very condensed mass should exist, which there is no in vitro proof for it) and some other terms like, neutron stars.
Thus the aim of this study is to present proof that shows; mass is not the cause of gravity but simply exists around points with gravity. Of course there is no doubt that gravity itself has effects on time and space, which is far complicated to be discussed in this paper, but the space-time curve is not created by mass. Finally, it seems that, what is observed and calculated as microgravity in small sized experiments (for example in obtaining of G constant), only calculate intermolecular forces, or sometimes, vacuum energy, or something else, instead of gravity.
METHODS
As is shown in many fundamental books of physics and clearly described by Halliday et al. (2010) : A) if a sphere creates some distant effect or force, it should move to zero when you go inside the sphere and travel toward its centre (as we see in a sphere with electrostatic charge), but about the gravity force, although the calculations shows it, it is not true in nature (Figure 1 ).
When something is inside the macro-mass, if the mass be assumed as a cause of gravity, g-force decreases. And by solving the last integral with this new assumption, it would be equal to zero.
Generally, if a sphere creates some distant effects of a force that is referred to it, it would be reversely proportional with square of "R" and would be zero inside the sphere. If the mass be assumed as a cause of gravity, only the sphere inside should cause it, and this is in sharp contradiction with previous findings, since it is believed that there are crunching force, pointing from outside toward the centre of macro-mass (which is quite different from outward pressure of hot core). On the other hand, "g" constant increases by approaching the centre of the macro-mass. It should be mentioned that, in early studies for simplicity of calculations, scientists assumed the whole mass at its centre, although it was not really so. Though it seems that something else, strangely, cause a gravity force, really at the centre of macro masses.
B) In case it is assumed that a macro-mass is able to keep its particles around itself, it would be a labile balance and in a star it can never resist outward forces of massive detonation and thermal expansion of the star. In a single, stable star, this equation is proposed:
In which   (gravity vector) and p  (outward pressure vector) do not act on the same point (one is maximum at the surface and the other at the centre), and although gravity is thought to be zero at the centre, tensile pressure at the surface (although much less than Centrum), is not zero, and this small imbalance would be as enough to make impossible, the existence of any star, or planet with its hot core.
As a matter of fact, the only thing that a huge amount of particles can present, is only to appear, as a very powdery labile accumulation of themselves (instead of wonderful crunching force of stars that counteract explosion). If in a project, someone transports many tons of sand and rocks to inter-planetary space, do these particles aggregate around each other?! C) Why the old formula of Newtonian gravity looks right? If gravity is not produced by mass why does the last formula seem right?...It seems that it is only because of the fact that most of our experiments are performed at the merely stable part of the space and any "gravity holes" around us has gathered enough mass around themselves and has reached to an approximate balanced point, so any gravity force can be hardly correlated with the mass around it.
This seems to be the reason for equality of inertial mass and gravitational mass. Actually if we do our experiments on a star that has not gathered enough mass around itself (and there is a severe radius to proportional gravity discrepancy), no similarity between gravitational and inertial mass would be found (it is believed that a neutron star, is a star that do not have enough mass around itselfproportional to the power of its gravity generator).
In this way, it seems that the condensed surface of the planets is the level that the force of gravity generator and the amount of the absorbed mass reach to a balance. D) How about G constant? Since the ages of Newton and Cavendish something called, G constant has always been calculated which is obtained by studying the force between two small objects and was believed to be an in vitro example of gravity? It seems the thing that is calculated as g constant of gravity is caused by other forces like electrostatic intermolecular forces, or even vacuum force (since, for finding G , masses should be very close to each other. E) This is thought to be hard to find a celestial macro-mass, not rotating around itself, which can be referred to as a massive negative diverging flux. In this way, a huge free inward vortex should exist inside each macro-mass that curls materials and dimensions ( at the center of galaxies is not equal with the same at periphery). More about vortexes can be found in the analysis by Loper and Ostrach (1968) .
The first prerequisite for Poisson's formula for gravity flux is as follow:
Which is correct in cases that the cause of negative divergence, is placed really at the center of the celestial object (instead of that, when we reach to the center, the divergence creator goes behind us). Therefore, gravity is completely a different matter in comparison with electro magnetism. On the other hand, acceptance of a parameter like divergence for describing gravity flux is not correct itself, because of the fact that moreover the velocity toward the center is with acceleration but also the acceleration (g) itself is accelerating and "g" increases when 0 r   . F) On a "general relativity" (GR) point of view, we believe that moving from one geodesic (Gd) to the very next one is curved because of existence of gravity (and that is why generally only first and second derivatives are used in calculations of GR in which their basic elements, like Christoffel symbols and Ricci tensors, are derivatives). The Einstein (1948) and Einstein and Rosen (1935) tensors work when an object moves from one Gd to the next (Thomas et al, 1988; Nikouravan and Pirasteh, 2009 ). On a sedentary object (since it is far from logic that only time passage cause gravity) the only way to move from one Gd to the next, is to rotate the Gds themselves, by using metrics like Kerr (McMahon, 2006 -"relativity demystified"). 
Kerr insists on rotation of curved Gds around something called a "black hole". In this way, GR carries its enemy inside its belly. Since one, straightly, can conclude that mass is not the cause of gravity, and a' hole" in space is its main cause, the hole, or a gravitophyll matter, by its vacuum effect gathers huge amount of mass and energy around itself and causes a miss-relation between mass and gravity. Of course GR calculations are helpful for studying and predicting the behavior of gravity, but it does not mean that tensors create gravity. This discussion will later relay on Schwarzschild wormhole theorem, which suggest, something like a dark hole which is placed at the centre of macro-masses is one of the possible cause of gravity. By dissociating mass and gravity, wormholes would not be pinched off, and will stay open for million years as creator of stars and planets.
RESULTS
Although at first glance it seems cumbersome to separate mass and gravity, and one may think it is better to consider mass and a mass-made gravity, conventionally as one; there are great consequences for this new belief. Firstly, there are stars with a high luminance or with a very great gravitational lens activity that refers to a large mass, though with a very small radius ("Stars" by Taylor, 1980) . By this new belief the great gravity fields on white dwarfs (as calculated by their luminance 42 s e s L acT r   ), can refer to a great gravity force, instead of an imagination of collapsed atoms and mass, which no experimental evidence have ever been reported for. In this way, white dwarfs can be considered as young, and very powerful "gravity holes" that had not enough time to gather enough mass around themselves. So, instead of writing; s LaM which is not a fixed proportion (and sometimes the luminance may be even proportional to 5 M ), we should write; L α gravity, which is a fixed ratio. Secondly, single and primary gravity can be considered the real basic force that gathers mass over and over and with crunching and collapsing them prepares the situation and prerequisites for other reactions to happen inside the planets; in this way, what we call" gravity holes" are as powerful enough, to create a star.
Thirdly, in older theories, "g" is assumed to be equal description of "surface" is not available! For example in Jupiter that is thoroughly surrounded by liquids. But by acceptance of a gravity hole, which like a vortex absorbs masses, as we will talk later, as the real cause of gravity, "g" would be always, crescendo, as it really is.
Conclusion
This article tries to dissociate an old belief of relation between mass and gravity as cause and effect. Although in recent formulas of GR there is no need for consuming the mass as the cause of gravity, by persisting on this belief, we are obligated to refer high gravity fields at far space to an unknown very condensed mass (once called neutron stars by Motamedinasab and Asareh, 2009) . It should also be noted that although something called "dark matter" do exist, it is not the way that most of the times are described. In most of the available reportslike the one that was mentioned by Clowe et al. (2006) Malekzadeh 5177 and Massey et al. (2007) , existence of a gravity force (for example, a gravity lens effect) without a visible celestial particle is referred to as a mass of dark matter. But by accepting the existence of gravity generators, this can simply be referred to as a young gravity generator that has not gathered enough large amounts of particles around it to be visible from earth. In GR theory there is no special attention to "what is the origin of gravity" and simply it is accepted as an effect of condensed energy-or mass. In Newtonian theories, the whole mass is the cause of gravity but for simplicity of calculations a point at the centre of mass was considered as the origin of gravity. In the theory mentioned in this article it is insisted that the origin of gravity is really placed at the centre of macro masses, and it might be created by an unknown material, with ability to absorb gravitons (which can be called Gravitophylls) or an open ended pit of space-time curvature, as Schwarzschild predicted, in his wormhole theorem (Li, 2001) .
For calculating the volume of generator, it seems that the best way is to calculate the "gravity-light-radius" which is the ratio of G constant multiplied by mass of the planet or star, to, square of light speed. This is the other name of Schwarzschild radius which can be defined as the distance from the centre of a celestial object that the escape speed of a particle with a mass of 1 kg would be equal to speed of light (Gultekin et al., 2009) . In this way the radius of gravity generator of the earth (if we accept that the mass of the earth is about 5.97 × 10 21 kg), would be about 4.4 mm.
As mentioned before( and discussed by Mz and Ho, 2011) , the article suggests that something, not well defined, really exists at the centre of macro masses which absorbs materials (or the matrix that exists between them),with a force that at stable celestial masses(those with small alternations of their volumemass),like our earth, can be calculated with this equation; F [G] = S [g] .r 3 .ρ in which "F" is the centrifugal force which is created by a "gravity generator" at the centre of the macro mass, "S" is the gravity acceleration at the surface of the macro mass, "r" is the distance between the centre to the average condensed part of the surface, when the planet is in a stable position, and "ρ" is the average density.
In this way, the inward force that is created by the gravity generator of our earth, would be ~14 × 10 23 N. Although, all of us, when studying the gravity chapter of basic physics in our university, will find that energy and mass may not gather around each other simply and without any cause, most of us do not take care of it (since the old formulas simply work). It seems that it is time to pay attention to the real cause of gravity.
